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Abstract

In American football, impacts to the helmet and the resulting head accelerations are the primary cause of concussion injury and potentially chronic brain injury. The purpose of this study was to quantify exposures to impacts to the head (frequency, location and magnitude) for individual collegiate football players and to investigate differences in head impact exposure by player position. A total of 314 players were enrolled at three institutions and 286,636 head impacts were recorded over three seasons. The 95th percentile peak linear and rotational acceleration and HITsp (a composite severity measure) were 62.7g, 4378 rad/s², and 32.6, respectively. These exposure measures as well as the frequency of impacts varied significantly by player position and by helmet impact location. Running backs (RB) and quarter backs (QB) received the greatest magnitude head impacts, while defensive line (DL), offensive line (OL) and line backers (LB) received the most frequent head impacts (more than twice as many than any other position). Impacts to the top of the helmet had the lowest peak rotational acceleration (2387 rad/s²), but the greatest peak linear acceleration (72.4 g), and were the least frequent of all locations (13.7%) among all positions. OL and QB had the highest (49.2%) and the lowest (23.7%) frequency, respectively, of front impacts. QB received the greatest magnitude (70.8g and 5428 rad/s²) and the most frequent (44% and 38.9%) impacts to the back of the helmet. This study quantified head impact exposure in collegiate football, providing data that is critical to advancing the understanding of the biomechanics of concussive injuries and sub-concussive head impacts.
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INTRODUCTION

Impacts to the head are commonly identified as the cause of concussion injury during athletic play (CDC, 1997; McCrory, et al., 2009; Thurman, et al., 1998) while repetitive head impacts, even those with no acute symptoms or signs, often referred to as sub-concussive impacts, have been suggested as a possible cause of chronic brain injury (Janda, et al., 2002). At present, the relationships between head impacts and these brain injuries are not well understood. For example, studies utilizing surrogate reconstructions of documented concussive hits in the National Football League have proposed that the risk of concussion injury is associated with the peak linear acceleration of the head (Pellman, et al., 2003b). Others have postulated that the threshold for concussive injury may be difficult to establish because of the varying magnitudes and locations of impacts resulting in concussion, as well as other factors such as the frequency of sub-concussive impacts and the number of prior concussions (Guskiewicz and Mihalik, 2011). This lack of consensus may be due in part to the challenges of measuring and analyzing head impacts. It also has been suggested that the location of the impact and the direction of the resulting head motion is a factor in the mechanism of concussion injury (Pellman, et al., 2003a). Greenwald et al. (Greenwald, et al., 2008) determined that a weighted measure, HITsp that incorporates linear acceleration, rotational acceleration, impact duration and impact location, was more predictive of concussion diagnosis than any single biomechanical measure. Accordingly, head impact exposure is a risk factor for concussion injury that needs to be quantified, with implications for pathophysiology and for prevention. In our approach to understanding the biomechanical basis of concussion (Crisco, et al., 2010; Crisco, et al., 2011) we have defined “head impact exposure” as a multi-factorial term that includes the frequency of head impacts (e.g. number of head impacts per season), magnitude of the impacts (e.g. peak linear acceleration), impact location (e.g. front of the helmet), and cumulative history of head impacts for an individual athlete. A multi-factorial measure of exposure is critical at this time because the mechanism of acute and chronic brain injury is still not completely understood. Thus, this study is motivated by the need to fully understand and to rigorously quantify measures of head impact exposure.

There have been several efforts to measure head impacts in helmeted sports dating back to the 1970’ s (Moon, et al., 1971; Reid, et al., 1974). These early efforts were limited by the available technology, requiring football players to wear obtrusive data acquisition hardware that allowed data collection on only a few athletes in a few sessions. More recently, an accelerometer-based system mounted inside of football helmets, the Head Impact Telemetry (HIT) System (Simbex, Lebanon, NH, marketed commercially as Sideline Response System by Riddell, Elyria, OH) (Beckwith, et al., 2007; Crisco, et al., 2004; Manoogian, et al., 2006), has been used to directly measure the magnitude of head acceleration and helmet impact location in football players (Broglio, et al., 2009; Brolinson, et al., 2006; Duma, et al., 2005; Duma and Rowson, 2011; Funk, et al., 2007; Greenwald, et al., 2008; Mihalik, et al., 2007; Schnebel, et al., 2007; Schnebel, et al., 2007) during practices and games without interfering with normal play. These studies have provided new insights into the biomechanics of head impacts in football by examining the number of impacts and the magnitude of the resulting head accelerations aggregated within teams and player positions, and at different levels of play. Previously we analyzed the frequency (Crisco, et al., 2010) and magnitude (Crisco, et al., 2011) of head impacts for individual collegiate football players, but did not examine the relationships between these measures of exposure.
Building upon these previous studies, and expanding the data collection to three seasons, the purpose of the current study was to examine head impact exposure by quantifying the frequency of the impacts, the location of the impacts on the helmet, and the magnitude of impacts to individual collegiate football players among various player positions. Specifically, we tested the hypotheses that head impact frequency, location and magnitude would not differ by player position.

METHODS

During the 2007, 2008 and 2009 fall football seasons, a total of 314 players from three National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) football programs (Brown University, Dartmouth College, and Virginia Tech) participated in this observational study after informed consent was obtained with institutional review board approval. Of these players, 146, 106 and 62 were monitored during one, two and three seasons, respectively. This participant turnover was expected, and due primarily to typical roster fluctuations on a collegiate team. Each player was assigned a unique identification number and categorized into one of eight position units defined by the team staff as the player’s primary position: defensive line (DL, n = 49), linebacker (LB, n = 47), defensive back (DB, n = 55), offensive line including tight ends (OL, n = 75), offensive running back (RB, n = 37), wide receiver (WR, n = 30), quarterback (QB, n = 14), and Special Teams (ST, n = 7), which were not included in this analysis because of the relatively low number of players.

All players wore Riddell VSR-4, Revolution, or Speed (Riddell, Chicago IL) football helmet models that were instrumented with the HIT System. The HIT System is an accelerometer-based device that computes linear and rotational acceleration of the center of gravity (CG) of the head, as well as impact location on the helmet (Beckwith, et al., 2007; Crisco, et al., 2004; Manoogian, et al., 2006). The HIT System is specifically designed to measure head accelerations by elastically coupling the accelerometers to the head, isolating them from the helmet shell. Data were reduced in post-processing to exclude any acceleration event with peak resultant linear head acceleration less than 10g in order to eliminate head accelerations from non-impact events (e.g. running, jumping, etc.) (Ng, et al., 2006). Data reduction methods are described in detail elsewhere (Brolinson, et al., 2006; Duma, et al., 2005; Funk, et al., 2007; Manoogian, et al., 2006), as was the accuracy of the HIT algorithm (Crisco, et al., 2004). Laboratory impact tests of a Hybrid III dummy fitted with all helmets instrumented with the HIT System determined that the linear and rotational accelerations measured by the HIT System were within ± 4% of those measured concurrently by the internally instrumented Hybrid III headform (Duma, et al., 2005).

Head impact exposure was defined for each individual player using measures of impact frequency, location and magnitude. A team session (session) was defined as either a formal team practice (players wore protective equipment with the potential of head contact) or a game (competitions and scrimmages). An individual player was defined to have participated in a session when at least one head impact was recorded for that given player within the specified time of the team session. Five measures of impact frequency were computed: practice impacts was the total number of head impacts for a player during all practices; game impacts was the total number of head impacts for a player during all games; impacts per season was the total number of head impacts for a player during all team sessions in a single season; impacts per practice was the average number of head impacts for a player during practices; and impacts per game was the average of the number of head impacts for a player during games.

Impact locations to the helmet and facemask were computed as azimuth and elevation angles in an anatomical coordinate system relative to the center of gravity of the head (Crisco, et
al., 2004) and then categorized as front, side (left and right), back, and top. Front, left, right and back impact locations were four equally spaced regions centered on the mid-sagittal plane. All impacts above an elevation angle of 65° from a horizontal plane through the CG of the head were defined as impacts to the top of the helmet (Greenwald, et al., 2008).

Impact magnitude was quantified by peak linear acceleration (g) and peak rotational acceleration (rad/s²) (Crisco, et al., 2004). Peak rotational acceleration was calculated as the vector product of peak linear acceleration and a point of rotation 10 cm inferior to the CG of the head. Laboratory testing has confirmed that this location is consistent with the impact response of the Hybrid III dummy (Duma, et al., 2005). Additionally, a non-dimensional measure of head impact severity, HITsp (Greenwald, et al., 2008) was computed. HITsp transforms the computed head impact measures of peak linear and peak angular acceleration into a single latent variable using Principal Component Analysis, and applies a weighting factor based on impact location (Greenwald, et al., 2008). It thus serves as a measure of impact severity, with weight given to factors shown in previous head injury research (linear and rotational acceleration, impact duration and location (Gadd, 1966; Gennarelli, et al., 1972; Hodgson, 1970; Pellman, et al., 2003a)) to predict increased likelihood of clinical or structural injury. Impacts were further reduced for analysis by computing the 95th percentile value of all seasonal impacts for each individual player.

Statistical Analysis

Results were expressed as median values and [25–75% interquartile range], because each study variable was not normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk test; P < 0.001). The significance of the differences among player positions in impact frequency (impacts per season) and in severity measures (95th percentile peak linear acceleration, 95th percentile rotational acceleration, and 95th HITsp) were examined separately using a Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA on ranks with a Dunn’s post-hoc test for all pairwise comparisons. Statistical significance was set at α = 0.05 and the reported P values are those for the post hoc test. An identical approach was used to examine the significance of the differences among player positions in frequency and the 95th percentile peak linear and rotational acceleration at each location. Statistical comparison among impact location were performed with a Friedman repeated measures ANOVA on ranks. All statistical analyses were performed using SigmaPlot (Systat Software, Chicago, IL).

RESULTS

A total of 286,636 head impacts were analyzed in this study. These data were collected during a median of 50 [28–76.5] practices and 12 [6–20] games (including scrimmages) for all players. Impact magnitudes across the study were heavily skewed to lower values (P < 0.001) with a 50th and 95th percentile peak linear acceleration of 20.5g and 62.7g, respectively, 50th and 95th percentile peak rotational acceleration of 1400 rad/s² and 4378 rad/s², respectively, and 50th and 95th percentile HITsp of 13.8 and 32.6 (Figure 1). The total number of impacts received by an individual player during a single season was a median of 420 [217–728], with a maximum of 2492. The total number of impacts that players received in a single season during practices was 250 [131–453], with a maximum of 1807, and during games was 128 [47–259], with a maximum of 1683. The frequency of impacts players received were further analyzed by normalizing the number of impacts by the number of sessions for each individual player because of differences in team schedules and player attendance.

After grouping players by their primary position and analyzing impacts over all locations, the number of impacts per season ranged from a median of 149 [96–341] for QB to 718 [468–1012] for DL (Figure 2). Across all player positions, there was a linear increase in
median impacts per practice with median impacts per season (slope = 0.02, \( R^2 = 0.934 \)) and in median impacts per game with median impacts per season (slope = 0.04, \( R^2 = 0.929 \)). DL, LB and OL received the highest number of impacts per season, and QB and WR the lowest. The median 718 impacts per season received by DL were significantly (\( P < 0.05 \)) more than QB, WR (157 [114–245]), RB (326 [256–457]), and DB (306 [204–419]), but not different than LB (592 [364–815]) or OL (543 [264–948]). LB received significantly (\( P < 0.05 \)) more impacts per season than QB, WR, DB and RB. OL received significantly (\( P < 0.05 \)) more impacts per season than QB, WR and DB.

RB received the impacts with greatest magnitude accelerations and highest \( \text{HIT}_{\text{sp}} \) values. The 95\textsuperscript{th} percentile peak linear and rotational acceleration for RB were significantly (\( P < 0.05 \)) greater than OL, DL and DB (Figure 3 and Table 1). The 95\textsuperscript{th} percentile \( \text{HIT}_{\text{sp}} \) for RB and LB were also significantly (\( P < 0.05 \)) greater than OL and DL (Table 1). Although OL and DL received the most frequent impacts per season, the magnitudes of the impacts were the least of all player positions. The median 95\textsuperscript{th} percentile peak linear and rotational accelerations values were greatest for QB, but these were not significantly different from the other player positions (Figure 3).

The magnitudes of impacts to the front of the helmet were significantly (\( P < 0.05 \)) greater for RB than for OL, DL, WR and DB (Figure 4). LB, which were not different from RB, received significantly (\( P < 0.05 \)) greater magnitude front impacts than OL and DL. Although the magnitudes were the lowest, OL received significantly (\( P < 0.05 \)) more front impacts than QB, WR, DL, and LB. QB received significantly (\( P < 0.05 \)) fewer front impacts than all player positions except WR. The magnitude of impacts to the side of the helmet was the greatest for RB, which were significantly greater than OL, DL and WR. Side impacts were significantly (\( P < 0.05 \)) less frequent and less severe for OL than all player positions. The median 95\textsuperscript{th} percentile peak linear and rotational accelerations values associated with impacts to the top of the helmet were greatest for QB, but these were not significantly different among player positions, while RB received impacts that had significantly (\( P < 0.005 \)) greater peak linear accelerations and significantly (\( P < 0.02 \)) greater peak rotational accelerations than OL. For all player positions, top impacts were the least frequent (\( P < 0.05 \)) impact location (approximately 13\% of all head impacts), but were associated with the greatest (\( P < 0.05 \)) peak linear acceleration magnitudes of all impact locations. In contrast, peak rotational accelerations associated with top impacts had significantly (\( P < 0.05 \)) lower magnitudes than all locations for all player positions (Table 2). Impacts to the back of the helmet tended to be the highest magnitude for the QB and WR, and were significantly (\( P < 0.05 \)) more frequent for QB and WR than for all other positions.

**DISCUSSION**

The purpose of this study was to quantify head impact exposure in individual collegiate football players and then examine the relationships between head impact frequency, location and magnitude as a function of player position. Quantifying head impact exposures is a critical step in achieving our long-term goals of understanding the biomechanical basis for mild traumatic brain injuries (concussion injuries), correlating head impact exposure with the clinical variables associated with these injuries, and understanding the acute and long-term effect of repeated sub-concussive impacts.

Player position had the most significant effect on head impact exposure in this study of collegiate football players. These differences across player position were considerably greater than the differences we previously reported among the teams and season in both frequency (Crisco, et al., 2010) and severity (Crisco, et al., 2011) of head impacts. The difference among teams in the median head impact frequency was approximately 100
impacts per season. This difference may simply be due to random effects or possibly to the structure of the practice plan and the philosophies of the coaching staff. The increase in impacts per game over impacts per practice was approximately a factor of two for each player position (Figure 2), which is less than, but still consistent with, our previous study of a smaller cohort (Crisco, et al., 2010). Our values for the number of head impacts per practice and impacts per game bracket those values reported by others when we consider the range of our values among our player positions (Brolinson, et al., 2006; Duma, et al., 2005; Mihalik, et al., 2007; Schnebel, et al., 2007). Recently, Guskiewicz et al. (Guskiewicz and Mihalik, 2011) reported that the average collegiate football player experiences 950 impacts per season. Schnebel et al. (Schnebel, et al., 2007) reported an average of 1353 impacts per season per player in collegiate football players, while in high school players Brogio et al. (Brogio, et al., 2009) reported 565 impacts per season per player and Schnebel et al. (Schnebel, et al., 2007) reported 520 impacts per season per player. The discrepancy with the median of 420 impacts per season that we report may be associated with differences in player participation, but may also be due in part to their computations used to determine the average exposure per player, which was simply dividing the total number of impact recorded in their study by the number of players in their study. Our values for frequency are computed for each individual player.

While DL, LB, and OL were found to have the lowest head impact magnitudes of all player positions, they had the greatest number of head impacts. This is in agreement with previous reports that offensive and defensive linemen sustain the most frequent head impacts (Brogio, et al., 2009; Mihalik, et al., 2007; Schnebel, et al., 2007), with relatively low severity (Schnebel, et al., 2007). QB received severe impacts (Figure 3) but these were not statistically greater than the other positions, most likely because of the low sample size and the large distributions of values. Mihalik et al. reported that OL received higher linear accelerations than DL and DB (Mihalik, et al., 2007); however, it should be noted that these comparisons were based upon the mean values, where as our comparison were based upon those of individual players and their median 95th percentile value because of the non-normality of the positively skewed dataset (Figure 1). In agreement with anecdotal observations of football games, OL received the largest percentage of impacts to the front of the helmet and the smallest to the back, while QB received the largest percentage of impacts to the back of the helmet, with magnitudes comparable to the greatest front and side impacts of all positions. RB had the greatest magnitude impacts to the front, side and top of the helmet relative to other position, and this is consistent with previous reports (Mihalik, et al., 2007; Schnebel, et al., 2007). As previously reported (Brogio, et al., 2009; Crisco, et al., 2011; Mihalik, et al., 2007; Mihalik, et al., 2008), impacts to the top of the helmet generated the highest peak linear accelerations, while being associated with the least rotational acceleration among all player positions. The lower rotational accelerations associated with impacts to the top of the helmet is most likely due to the reduced length of the lever arm for neck sagittal and coronal rotations with impact vectors aligned with the central axis of the cervical spine.

This study has several limitations. Our study only captured the primary position as reported by the team. The number of players who play both offense and defense is low at the collegiate level, and the error due to this is considered to be small compared to the total number of impacts recorded. The differences among teams and season were small compared with the differences among player positions that we reported in this study. Post-processed linear head CG acceleration less than 10g were excluded from our analysis. This threshold reduces the number of impacts recorded but eliminates acceleration levels typically experienced by athletes during normal, non-injurious activities such as quickly standing up, running, and jumping (Ng, et al., 2006). The HIT System provides the location of the impact in spherical coordinates, but we reduced these coordinate to four locations (front, side, top...
Impacts to the front of the helmet can be analyzed further by those located on the helmet and on the facemask. We found the median 95th percentile peak linear acceleration and rotational acceleration values were within 1 g and 100 rad/s², respectively, among these impact locations, so all front impacts were grouped. Head impact exposure metrics developed from this data set, including a highly ranked Division I team and two Ivy League teams, may be representative of different levels of collegiate football, but these data may not be readily extrapolated to other levels of play, such as high school or youth football. Finally, this study does not examine the relationships between head impact exposure and either diagnosis of concussion injury or return to play following brain injury diagnosis. We do note that injury rates have been reported higher in games than in practices (Shankar, et al., 2007). While we have reported a two-fold increase in the number of head impacts per game over practice and an increase in 95th percentile HITsp in games over practices, the correlations between these factors and concussion rates remains to be demonstrated.
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Figure 1.
Study wide peak linear acceleration (g), peak rotational acceleration (rad/s²) and HITsp distributions of head impacts. Data are a percentage of all impacts for individual players with median [25–75%] values plotted at each bin in the distribution.
Figure 2.
After categorizing by player position, the median [25% – 75%] frequency of head impacts per practice and head impacts per game were linearly correlated with the median [25% – 75%] frequency of head impacts per season (slope = 0.02, \( R^2 = 0.934 \) and slope = 0.04, \( R^2 = 0.929 \), respectively). The vertical dotted lines identify the positions associate with each median value.
Figure 3.
The median [25%- 75%] of the 95th percentile of peak linear acceleration (g) as a function of the median [25%- 75%] number of head impacts per season and categorized by player position. Analogous values for peak rotational acceleration (rad/s^2) and HITsp are provided in Table 1.
Figure 4.
The median [25%– 75%] of the 95th percentile of peak linear acceleration (g) as a function of the median [25%– 75%] frequency of impacts at each helmet location and categorized by player position. Analogous values for peak rotational acceleration (rad/s²) are provided in Table 2.
Table 1

The median [25–75%] of the 95th percentile peak rotational acceleration (rad/s²) and HITsp among the various player positions. The values for 95th peak linear acceleration and the number of impacts per season are plotted in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player Position</th>
<th>QB</th>
<th>WR</th>
<th>DB</th>
<th>RB</th>
<th>OL</th>
<th>LB</th>
<th>DL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HITsp</td>
<td>34.5 [25.6-39.3]</td>
<td>31 [24.5-35.8]</td>
<td>31.9 [29.4-34.6]</td>
<td>36.1 [32.6-40.2]</td>
<td>29 [25.3-32.1]</td>
<td>32.6 [30.3-36.6]</td>
<td>28.9 [27-32.5]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The median [25–75%] of the 95th percentile peak rotational acceleration (rad/s²) for each player position and impact location. Values for 95th peak linear acceleration and the percentage of impacts at each location are plotted in Figure 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player Position</th>
<th>QB</th>
<th>WR</th>
<th>DB</th>
<th>RB</th>
<th>OL</th>
<th>LB</th>
<th>DL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Front</strong></td>
<td>4548</td>
<td>3917</td>
<td>4573</td>
<td>4953</td>
<td>4033</td>
<td>4810</td>
<td>4129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[3399-5500]</td>
<td>[2785-4914]</td>
<td>[3946-4920]</td>
<td>[4441-5786]</td>
<td>[3487-4606]</td>
<td>[4359-5376]</td>
<td>[4354-482]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Side</strong></td>
<td>3956</td>
<td>3739</td>
<td>4086</td>
<td>5089</td>
<td>3129</td>
<td>4166</td>
<td>3637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[3236-4928]</td>
<td>[3166-4469]</td>
<td>[3636-4729]</td>
<td>[4140-5815]</td>
<td>[3638-3504]</td>
<td>[4682-3783]</td>
<td>[2336-3783]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Top</strong></td>
<td>2802</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>2695</td>
<td>2688</td>
<td>2125</td>
<td>2339</td>
<td>2487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1536-3314]</td>
<td>[1599-2921]</td>
<td>[1921-3276]</td>
<td>[2243-3270]</td>
<td>[1717-2626]</td>
<td>[1997-2812]</td>
<td>[2093-2944]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Back</strong></td>
<td>5428</td>
<td>4930</td>
<td>4184</td>
<td>4801</td>
<td>4145</td>
<td>4242</td>
<td>4074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[3985-6156]</td>
<td>[3595-6365]</td>
<td>[3487-5003]</td>
<td>[3845-5492]</td>
<td>[3456-4784]</td>
<td>[3561-5047]</td>
<td>[3766-5116]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>